Transforming and secreting expression of human egf in mutant strain WYBS2001 of Bacillus and its functions.
Mutant strain WYBS2001 of B. subtilis with strong anti-pathogenic activity was obtained by mutagenic ultraviolet rays. The gene fragment of Human Epidermal Growth Factor(hegf) of 175 bp was synthesized by PCR and the restriction sites Pst I and Hind III, original code and the signal sequence CTTAGA of secreting vector pUS186 were induced in the fragment. The DNA sequencing result revealed that the synthesized fragment was identical with that of human egf. Then the biological engineering strain WYBS2001T with human egf was obtained by transforming pUSE which was constructed by cloning egf into the secreting plasmid pUS186, into mutant strain WYBS2001. The result of RIA showed that hEGF can be found in the supernatant of the cultures and its content was 7.6 ng/ml. And the content can be increased if the proteinase inhibitor was added into the medium. After several generations' culturing, WYBS2001T positive engineering strain can still secrete and express hEGF steadily. The result of experiment showed hEGF had biological activity of proliferation and growth of human cell K562 in vitro. WYBS2001T engineering strain had obvious effect on healing the burned animals' models. This research showed microecological gene-engineering bacteria has good applying foreground.